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Based on 2017-2018 budget funds of Rs
22,662 crores is allocated for primary,
secondary and higher education.
 Innovative Modern Education System (IMES) Simple, smart, stress free & skill based system will be
introduced, which is exciting, useful & adoptable to the
child’s day to day life.
 There will be no compulsion for the children up
to 6 years to attend any anganavadi or kinder garden.
This will be beneficial for the child to spend precious
childhood time with their parents and improving the
bonding with their family. However if both the parents
are working, then they can opt for sending the child to
anganavadi or kinder garden based on their choice.
 Transport facility will be provided for all Government
students and teachers. Infrastructure and facilities at
all anganavadi and schools will be upgraded to the
benchmarked levels (example: like Kendriya Vidyalaya)
 Children in standard 1 and 2 will not have any
reading or writing, instead will have game based
learning sessions to develop interest in learning. Under
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teacher’s supervision they can get along with each other
and while having fun gradually adopt themselves to the
schooling atmosphere.
 Education will not be forcefully imposed on children,
rather they will be introduced to our nature, plants, fruits,
birds, animals and flowers etc. Focus will be on moral
education like behavior, development of individual
identity, environmental awareness, general cleanliness
and personal hygiene. This will make the child to be
more spontaneous and skillful.
 All Government school children from standard
3 will get notebook set along with electronic tablet
(minicomputer) integrated with audio visual aids as a
part of smart class initiative. English, Kannada & third
language will be taught with basic grammar to facilitate
reading, writing and vocabulary skills.
 General knowledge, social studies, mathematics,
science & other topics which will be easily adoptable
& aid in life skills will be integrated in an attractive
teaching pattern in to the tablets provided. These tablets
will include the complete syllabus and lessons up to
10th standard.
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 Tablets will have cartoons, games, vedic mathematics,
science, quiz, stories, moral lessons, experiments,
animation, etc. which will be devised in an attractive
& versatile manner. This methodology will enhance
passionate learning abilities of specific things.
 Home schooling children will also get tablets free of
cost. These tablets will help parents to teach children
from 1st to 10th standard easily. In order to encourage
such home schooling, Government shall provide
incentives & guidance from nominated teachers.
 Government will provide tablets worth Rs 2600
crores for about 52,00,000 students.
 Based on parent’s choice and convenience, provision
for schooling, home schooling or online schooling will
be provided.
 Along with their regular syllabus, children in standard
6, 7, & 8, will have practical skill based project work to
enhance knowledge about day to day life requirements
like Banking, Shopping, Traffic sense, Cooking,
Plantation, Gardening, Farming, Hygiene, Cleanliness,
IT Skills, Sports, Music, Cultural Activities, and
Hospitality. These projects will be performed with
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teachers and parents and also learning related to their
parents occupation for the All Round Development of
the Child.
 Assessment of the child will be done once in six
months. Online schooling and home schooling students
can also undergo assessment once every month as per
parent’s convenience.
 Primary Level Education will be free from any
Examination and child will be assessed on capabilities
of Grasping, Reasoning, Creativity, Experimentation,
Analysis, Application, Involvement and Intelligence.
 10th Standard (SSLC) examination is compulsory
and will be open to all students (online schools and
home schools)
 Along with basic pay, incentive based program
will be initiated at the primary and high school level.
Team of Teachers or a Teacher will be given complete
responsibility of the School of the designated area.
Performance related evaluation will be monitored
regularly for improved outcome.
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 Promotion and increment for teachers will be based on
reverse evaluation points for teaching staff (anonymous
rating points by students and parents).
 Government will ensure that the teachers will be
trained for the new system of education with inputs on
latest technology and methodology of teaching.
 After SSLC, Pre Professional Course (PPC) will be
introduced. The course term will be for one or two years
based upon requirements.
 Industry and Job oriented Professional Courses will
be established, as per current & future market demand
and latest technology. Industry will participate in
formulating the syllabus for these PPC (Pre Professional
Course). These courses will cater to the requirement of
particular job, with practical training.
 Reserved for deserved: 15% of the students who
have excelled in metric (10 standard) with merit will
get complete sponsorship from Government for courses
like PPC and PUC.
 Reserved for deserved: Students who have excelled
(high ranking in CET and NEET) with merit will get
complete sponsorship from Government. About 15%
P.T.O
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of such meritorious students for engineering courses,
further 30% of such meritorious students for medical
courses and 20% of such meritorious students for all
degree courses.
 10% of the students with merit who prefer to continue
further studies like post-graduation and masters will get
government sponsored free education. The Students will
have to give commitment for serving the government
(with salary) for minimum 5 years. The commitment
made so will be put to use depending on availability.
 There will be a New Rules in place to control the
Private Schools and colleges charging exorbitant fees to
parents and ceiling will be fixed based on the facilities
provided by the institutions.
 The duration of courses like Diploma, ITI,
Engineering, Degree, Masters and all other courses and
their content will be upgraded based on needs and latest
technology from time to time.
 To transform Innovative ideas into reality,
Government will help such ideas to obtain patent and
provide platform to interact with potential investors.
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